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and able accountof the latter days of Bourbon rule in Naples, interspersed with

many sketches of character, and anecdotes illustrative of them . The author had

admirable opportunities of collecting information ; and his book conveys to us

certainly more than we beforeknew of “ King Bomba ” and his ministers. The

following portion of the description of his character will give a sample of the

author's powers and style :

“ In this constant affable reception of those who sought him lay the elements (?) of

King Ferdinand's education . Hehad the gift to bid each man bring him of his best,

and that best he took then and there. On all subjects of engineering, of architecture,

of military history, of fortifications, of improvements in the manufacture of weapons, of

foreign customs, of national or family history, of scientific inventions, he was ever a

keen questioner and an attentive auditor, throwing in enough remarks of his own to

assure his entertainer that he must be precise and accurate in his statements. Even in

politics, though this was rare, the king would at times talk with much apparent candour

with an Englishman . A close acquaintance with the sovereign led to the conviction

that if he had been sent in his youth from the Circean atmosphere of Naples, if he had

received anything of the stern and sound education which did so little for his maternal

unele of Orleans, he would have been one of themost popular and successful, as well as

one of the ablest, of European sovereigns.

“ That ability was exerted ,however, in a fatally false direction. Knowing intimately

his own people, and knowing none besides, King Ferdinand came to the unhappy

practical conclusion that universal untruthfulness could only be dealt with by a yet

more profound and subtle untruth . So far did he carry the maxim , Quinescit dis

simulare nescit regnare,' that those who knew him most intimately never knew when

and how far he deceived them , or when and how far he deceived himself. Keep beside

him , and he was all that you could desire- lose sight of him for a moment, and you

might find yourself in the next five minutes under arrest." --- ( P . 122.)

Our author's remarks on the present difficulties and discouragements of Italy

are well worth reading. Though in substance such as occur to us all, they

are here well put from a friendly , though not from a flattering point of view .
The result of all is thus stated . At first,

“ The council of the King of Italy consisted of one man, and a few desks, stools, and
pens, each occupied, for form's sake, by personages called ministers. When Cavour

breathed his last, the desks and stools and pens were left to get on by themselves.

They have made great advance in one direction , the accumulation of national debt.

That appears to be the most tangible result of Parliamentary Government in Italy."

- ( P . 260.)

Wehave noted some blemishes . The following sentence passes our power to

construe : “ It had been known for some time that the Convention with the

Swiss Cantons, by virtue of which the five Swiss regiments that formed the

Corps d 'Elite of the Neapolitan army,and the real guard of the King was about

to terminate ” (p . 209). * Again we hare, “ ever has and ever will yield perfect

obedience ” (p . 292). " On p . 257 we read , Among the southern Italians the

Circences (sic) supplied by their rulers are almost as much regarded as the

Pavem .” “Simmachus (p. 301) is mentioned as sixty- second Bishop of Rome,

Nor is even the French faultless. On p. 319 we have an idée Napoleonique."

If we do not mistake, the Emperor's famous book was called “ Des idées Napo
loniennes ."

III. - PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC .

By CHARLES
The Variation of Animals and Plants under Domestication .

DARWIN , M.A., F.R.S., & c. Two vols., 8vo. London : Murray. 1868.

WIEN Mr. Darwin startled the naturalist world eight years ago by the

and those who rejected the Darwinian hypothesis, as marking an epoch in the

Origin ofSpecies,” the book was at once accepted ,both by those who received

history of scientific investigation . Speculations enough there had been before

on the subject,butnoattempt at calm philosophical induction . The Lamarckian

hypothesis, and the speculations of ** The Vestiges," had each in their day
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evoked much criticism , had been eagerly embraced or ruthlessly ridiculed , but

none of their supporters could feel that they proposed a philosophical explana

tion of the complex phenomena of organic life. They merely expressed the

gasping after some such explanation which was felt by many minds — they were

merely the spasmodic struggles of a convulsed arm , clutching at a solution , not
the well-directed movements of the workman's hand.

But, whatever might be our opinion of Mr. Darwin's hypothesis, only the

most ignorant and superficial could identify it with its predecessors; whether

visionary or demonstrable, it must be admitted to be self-consistent, sym

metrical, thorough, and complete . The theory was philosophical, and was

carried remorselessly to its bitter end, even up to the one primeval germ ,"

There, however, it left, and still leaves, the problem of life, an unfathomable

mystery: No doubt Lamarck and “ The Vestiges,” had paved the way for

Darwinism , and had dimly foreshadowed it. Lamarck held that structures

could be modified through modification of adaptation , buthenever grasped any

law of development. The author of “ The Vestiges ” assumed a pre - existent

type, and applied time as his only factor . Both laid hold of causes, but neither

of complete causes, nor of causes of universal applicability. But Mr. Darwin

puts forth in his “ Origin ofSpecies,” as the cause of all variation, a law which

is demonstrably the cause of much variation ,and in which law many other

minor causes are embraced — the law of so - called “ selection,” “ natural selec

tion ," " the survival of the fittest,” or “ the struggle for existence.'

In his first work ,Mr. Darwin gave us in a condensed form the conclusions to

which he had been led by years of study and investigation , and supplied us with

but few of the facts on which his induction was based. The boldness and

sweeping comprehensiveness of these conclusions almost took away the breath

of most naturalists. But it was felt we must wait for the facts, which he

promised , if life were spared him , to communicate at greater length to the

world ; and we were assured the induction would then be satisfactory . These

facts were indeed necessary ; for even the warmest advocates of the hypothesis

had to admit that the hiatuses were wide and many, the induction often appa

rently incomplete, and the pyramid seemingly built on its apex . There was a

reluctance følt by many , though expressed by few , to found such universal

conclusions upon particular premises. But the confidence in Mr. Darwin's

judgment, caution, and philosophic insight into nature, led most even of those

who shrank from his conclusions to await with anxiety his promised justifica

tion. Many,too ,who were ready to accept the Development Hypothesis,were

uncertain how far Natural Selection was the true mode of development action .

They held that while succession and modification must be the vere cause of

existent species, yet that Natural Selection was not a complete explanation of

the modus operandi, though far better than any of its predecessors, butdestined
like them in turn to fall into oblivion .

Atlength Mr. Darwin has redeemed his promise,so far as regards one portion

of his subject. The two ponderous tomos before us, with their close-set type,
and endless references, bespeak prodigious labour, We are amazed at the

anremitting observation and the vast reading which has heaped these mountains

What man has offected for his purposes in modifying the structures and habits

ofanimals and plants by conscious selection,thatnature has done unconsciously

in herwhole realm through a period of countless ages. The object of the first
polume is not to describe all the many races of animals and plants which have

species to give those facts the author has been able to collect which bear on

the general principle of variation .
On fowls and rabbits, but above all on

pigeons, Mr. Darwin dilates with more than his usual fulness, having the
materials more ready to hand.

Thus, domestic dogs and cats,horses and asses , pigs, cattle, shoop and goats,

domestic rabbits, pigeons, fowls,ducks,geese, turkeys, canary-birds, zold - fish,

ofvariation is often shown in a manner which will be now to many naturalists,

for upon this mysterious correlation of the different parts their variability the
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theory largely depends. In the case of the pigeon this is very clearly shown in

the correlated diminution or increase in the length of the beak and claws, and

in the fowls in the thickening of the skull in the Polish fowl, to enable it to

sustain its acquired tuft of feathers on the great frontal protuberance.

As to the dog, Mr. Darwin is strongly ofopinion that our many breeds have

sprung in different countries from distinct wild originals, the dog having been

among the first animals domesticated by man , and almost every region of the

world possessing some feral canine species, and he points out that in various

countries the domestic dogs resemble distinct wild species still existing there.

Thus,theIndian dog is traced to the North American wolf, the Esquimaux dog to

the grey wolf, the Hare- Indian dog to the prairie wolf,the dogs of South America

to several indigenous species , the Pariah dog of India to the Indian wolf, the

domestic dogs of Lower Egyptto the Canis lupaster of the country , the Bosjesman

dog to the Canis mesomelas of South Africa. * Horses, on the contrary, are traced

to one lost original, as are asses, while all our breeds of pigs may be clearly

traced to two groups, Sus scrofa , and the wild original, Sus indica , of Pallas,

which , however, does not now inhabit India .

The most exhaustive chapters are those on the fowl and the pigeon. As to

the origin of the various breeds of pigeons, Mr. Darwin observes :

" In order to understand how the chief domestic races have become distinctly sepa

rated from other, it is important to bear in mind that fanciers constantly try to

breed from the best bird , and consequently that thosewhich are inferior in the requisite

qualities are in each generation neglected, so that after a time the less improved parent

stocks, and many subsequently -formed intermediate grades, become extinct. This has

occurred in the case of the pouter, turbit, and trumpeter, for these highly -improved

breeds are now left without any links closely connecting them either with each other,

or with the aboriginal rock -pigeon. In other countries, indeed , where the same care

has not been applied , or where the samefashion has not prevailed , the earlier formsmay

long remain unaltered , or altered orly in a slight degree, and we are thus sometimes
enabled to recover the connecting links. This is the case in Persia and India with the

tumbler and carrier, which there differ but slightly from the rock -pigeon in the perfec,

tion of their beaks. So, again , in Java , the fantaiſ sometimes has only fourteen caudal

feathers, and the tail is much less elevated and expanded than in our improved birds,

so that the Java bird forms a link between a first-rate fantailand the rock -pigeon."

All the domestic races, Mr. Darwin concludes with confidence, are descended

from Columba livia , including under this name certain wild races. Their

plasticity of organization apparently results from changed conditions of life.

Disuse has reduced certain parts of the body. Correlation of growth so ties

the organization together thatwhen one part varies, other parts vary at the same

time. Similarly all our breeds of fowls are traced to the jungle fowl, Gallus

bankiva, of India . Many curious examples of correlation of growth aro hero

shown, as in Cochin and game fowls, betweon the colour of the plumage and

the darkness of the eggshell, and even of the yolk . ( Though in this instance

we should observe that the colour of the game fowl egg is that of the wild

original, and the colourless shell a degeneracy under domestication .)
The chapters on cereals and other cultivated plants are full of suggestivo

matter, though the little, if any improvement in wheat, e.g., from the earliest

period, in spite ofthe vast carewhich has always been bestowed on its selection,

and the fact of the modification in the form of the plants being attributable only

to climate and soil, seem not to show great plasticity of organization ,but rather

great adaptability in most of our cereals, while we cannot trace with any

certainty a wild original for any one of those so all- important to man .

The second volume Mr. Darwin has devoted to the deductions from the

accumulated facts of the first volume, treating first of inheritance, then of

crossing , of selection , of the causes of variability, and laws of variation .

Towards the end of the volume is a chapter setting forth a provisional hypo

thesis of pangenesis,which scarcely can be said to be directly connected with

the previous portion of the work , except as offering a further expansion of the

hypothesis of the “ Origin of Species."

On inheritance we see that, strong as is its force, it allows the incessant

appearance of new characters. These, whether beneficial or injurious, trifling

or important, are all liable to be inherited. The chances are obviously in

favour of any character which has long been transmitted true or unaltered
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being still transmitted true, so long as the conditions of life remain the same ;

when these are changed , the most (to all appearance ) permanent characters

are changed.

The importance of crossing and the evil results of close interbreeding in all

living things are set forth in five exhaustive chapters. But is there not a covert

petitio principii in the following remarks ?

" Before passing on to birds I oughtto refer to man, though I am unwilling to enter

on this subject, as it is surrounded by natural prejudices. It has,moreover, been dis

cussed by various authors under many points of view . Mr. Tylor has shown that with

widely different races, in themost different quarters of the world ,marriages between

relations — even between distant relations — have been strictly prohibited . Mr.

Tylor is inclined to believe that the almost universal prohibition of closely -related

marriages has arisen from their evil effects having been observed , and he ingeniously

explains some apparent anomalies in the prohibition not extending equally to the

relations both on themaleand female side. Headmits, however, that other causes, such as

the extension of friendly alliances,may have come into play. Mr. W.Adam , on the

other hand , concludes that related marriages are prohibited and viewed with repugnance

from the confusion which would thus arise in the descent of property, and from other

still more recondite reasons; but I cannot accept this view , seeing that the savages of

Australia and South America, who have no property to bequeath , or fine moral feeling

to confuse, hold the crime of incest in abhorrence.

“ It would be interesting to know , if it could be ascertained , as throwing light on this qucs

tion with respect to man, what occurs with the higher anthropomorphous apes, whether the

young males and females soon wander away from their parents, or whether the old

males become jealous of their sons and expel them , or whether any instinctive feeling,

from being beneficial, has been generated , leading the young males and females of the

same family to prefer pairing with distinct families, and to dislike pairing with each

It seemsmore probable thatdegraded savages should thus unconsciously
have acquired their dislike and even abhorrence ofincestuous marriages, rather than that

they should have discovered by reasoning and observation the evil results.” — (Vol. ii.,
pp. 123, 124.)

We need scarcely remark on this, that the very epithet degraded suggests
another and a far easier solution for the admitted fact than the gratuitous

conjecture of the accumulated experience of anthropomorphous apes.

There are no chapters more instructive than those on the lawswhich govern

variations, the author's conclusions from the vast induction he hasaccumulated.

It is important to note that with domesticated animals the reduction of a part

from disuse is never carried so far that a mere rudiment is left, though Mr.

Darwin believes it has often occurred under nature. Heexplains this belief

both from the limited time during which domestication has existed, and from

the protection of these animals from the struggles for life, thus shutting out

the action of economy of organization.
On the contrary, structures rudi

mentary in the parent species become partially redeveloped in their domes

On a general survey of the work we are compelled to admit not only the vast

changes which man has artificially induced ,but the force of the argument that

the likemayhave often occurred in nature. The fact that each very small district

has had its own peculiar breeds of almost every domesticated animal and cul

tivated plant, that isolation kept these breeds apart for many ages,and yet

that they must have sprung from the samewild Originals, that commerce and

increased intercourse have rapidly diminished the number of these local races,

weight. Again, the law of reversion in the case of domesticated animals

reverting to the feral condition , which has often been used as an argument

against the hypothesis, is shown to be actually in favour of the law of natural

selection, because the animal, restored to its original condition, reverts to those

characters which were best fitted to sustain the struggle for existence under

That these variations are by law in the sense of preordination , the author

radiatif we assume that each particular variation was from the beginning of all time pre

ordained,the plasticity of organization which leads to many injurious deviations of

structure,aswell as that redundant power of reproduction which inevitably leads to a
struggle for existence, and as a consequence to the natural selection or survival of the

ticated
progeny:

those conditions.

cannot admit .
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fittest, must appear to us suporfluous laws of nature. On the other hand, an Omni

potent and Omniscient Creator ordains everything and foresees everything. Thuswe

are brought face to face with a difficulty as insoluble as is that of free -will and pro

destination ." - (Vol. ii., p . 432.)

Mr. Darwin thus well submits his claim to be heard :

“ In scientific investigation it is permitted to invent any hypothesis,and if it explains

various large and independent classes of facts, it rises to the rank of a well-grounded

theory . ::: Now this hypothesis may be tested by trying whether it explains several

large and independent classes of facts, such as the geological succession of organic

beings, their distribution in past and prosent times,and their mutual affinities and

homologies.”

In this work Mr. Darwin has clearly shown the plasticity of many organiza

tions under changed conditions. But we are only at the threshold of the

difficulties. Wemust wait for the explanation of the geological record , wo

must know more of the means of distribution , above all, we need some light

on that which is the greatest difficulty of all, the possibility of transitions in

organs .

We can only hope that life and health may be spared to Mr. Darwin to set

before us as fully his investigations on these subjects, as he has here elaborated

themethods of variation under domestication . Weshall then be better able to

test the provisional hypothesis of pangenesis.

On the Principles of Grammar. By the Rov. E. THRING, M.A., Head-Master of

Uppingham School. Oxford : at the Clarendon Press. 1868.

RECENT discussions on grammar and classical learning seem to point towards

two conclusions.

On the one hand, the absurdity of teaching boys language as the chief staple

of education without teaching grammar will probably become more evi

dent, and be more generally recognised. If boys go to places of education

which once received the name of Grammar Schools from the subjectwhich was

considered paramount in them , and come away without knowing anything

worth notice aboutthat which ought to be the chief foundation of their learning,

no one can wonder if they havemade slow progress, and have failed to acquire

the power of seeing into questions of study or of practical life. For it is

perhaps not too much to say that grammatical knowledge, as it should be

taught in the earlier stages of education , ought to be in great measure the

implied principle of their correctness of thought,and the instinctive guide in the

expression of their ideas.

But if grammar is to be taught generally, its main principlesmust evidently

be imparted when a sufficient array of facts is at hand to elucidate them fairly .

General syntax - as far, that is, as concerns all languages - should be known

before a new language is begun, not taught at equal rate with it, asit usually

has been when Latin grammar has been made the first introduction to universal

grammar. It is plain that the chief difficulties should be got over in English,

where all the wordsand constructions are familiar, and where explanation of

the principle is all that is wanted . Boys might learn the earlier parts of Latin

in half the time, and might be sound little scholars into the bargain , besides

having acquired a better knowledge of their native tongue, if their course wore

properly cleared before they entered upon it. Indeed , all this would have been

seon and acted on long ago, if Englishmen had not been strangely slow in

studying the grammar of their magnificent language. English grammar has

been left mainly to those who, not speaking the language with native lips, have

been forced to learn how to express themselves in it by exploring its principles,

and thus coming to use it artificially. Few people, perhaps, know how much

English grammar owes to the philosophic research of the North , and how

little to genuine Englishmen . Mr. Thring's book is a symptom amongst others

of the rise of an indigenous school of English grammarians, alive to the genius

and idioms of the English language, and to the practical precision of educated

English thought.

Weare indebted for this nice little treatise to the Clarendon Press Series.

But though it is intended , as well as the rest of the educational books in that

series, chiefly for those who are looking to the Oxford middle -class examinations,

it will be found very useful in the place we have indicated . It will prepare boys


